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Winners of The Fallacy Detective and New Contest
Featuring Spencer Weaver, Filmmaker
Tags: 2011 Convention

contest

Filmmaking

We have the three winners of The Fallacy Detective books -- Melissa Webb, Cindy Awarf, and Allison Birks.
Ready for another contest/book give-away?

This time we're giving away 5 copies of the DVD Ponder Pictures Presents: Episode 1 Pride & Humility plus one Ponder
Pictures t-shirt. These items have been donated by Spencer Weaver, one of this year's ICHE convention speakers. Love the
music on this video! See the trailer here.
There is a growing movement within the Christian home educating community to write, direct and produce films. These young
adults desire to impact our culture with a Biblical worldview, and digital technology makes for inexpensive creativity giving
them freedom to get started.
Spencer Weaver will be presenting four workshops during the convention, including a
Stop-Motion Animation "Funshop." After attending these workshops, our young people
can leave fired up with what they need to know to begin making films.
Here's what Spencer says about the power of filmmaking:
Understanding the power and impact that films and movies have on our lives is crucial.
Understanding how to speak to audiences through the "language of film" and tell
stories is - invaluable.
Understanding how to tell the right stories that are pertinent to our times and portray a proper Biblical Worldview is desperately necessary!
Have your homeschooled student attend Spencer's workshops. It will help him in every area of his academic work, even if he
ends up never pursuing filmmaking.
To enter this contest, leave a comment (with your full name and email address) here on this post. Tell us what you're doing this
fine day in May. We'll pick 6 winners tomorrow.
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